Animal Posters
What animal is do you know lots about? What
more can you find out about it using books and the
internet? This is a good website for facts
Write down the things you know and learn to
create a poster all about it. Add drawings or
printed pictures to it too!

Senses Hunt!
Animals use their senses for all sort of things.
Find out more here
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/clips/z2fnvcw
Now go on a senses walk, what do you see,
smell, feel, taste and hear? Use the page
below to help you collect your experiences

Find Out! – Animals and where they live
Learn about different habitats that animals live in.
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zx882hv/articles/zy3
8wmn
Make a habitats poster! Choose one of the habitats you
have learnt about to write about. Use the animal habitats
poster page below. Choose animals to draw in the bubbles
and write a fact or two about each one.

Animals
Challenge Board
Owl Class

Paper Plate Animal Craft
Create a paper plate pet! Use the instructions on the page
below to create a paper plate animal. Choose any animal
you like.

What am I?– Farm or Pets animal
game
Have a go at the animal quiz games on the
Powerpoints on the website. Maybe you could make
an animal clue card game or animal clues lift the flap
book?

Animals and their babies

The Tiger that Came to Tea

Animal Poem

Find out the names for animal babies by
watching this video
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=W2MYL
nufo0g&safe=active
Can you write the correct names on the quiz
below?

Listen to the story of The Tiger that Came to Tea
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BXgW9UCgpc8&s
afe=active Now can you invent your own talking
animal character who comes to your house? This
website might help you clickhere Now can you invent
a story of an animal coming to your house for tea and
make a story map for it?

Create your own animal poem like this one. Choose
different animals and use the pattern of this poem to help
you. You could choose pets, a farm animals or a wild
animals. Use the page below to help you

For examples and pages to use, see the pages below!

Paint a picture of your
favourite animal

Watch this animation about a group of
meerkats and their special fruit in the
middle of the savannah. One day a vulture
arrives and wants to steal the fruit. Will
the meerkats be able to get it
back?https://www.literacyshed.com/

catchit.html

Practise sequencing
numbers by counting in
2’s, 5’s and 10’s using
this caterpillar game

Listen to this story of the Mixed
Up Chameleon by Eric Carle Story
Can you make an artwork of a
colourful chameleon? Or maybe
a mixed up one!

https://www.storyberries.com/
?s=animals

Invent a superhero animal!
Learn about Nocturnal animals
by reading the information in
this online book
https://www.ictgames.com/mo
bilePage/nocturnal/index.html

sequencing numbers games

Make an animal
wordsearch for
someone else to
solve!

Colourful chameleons

.

Play this game Waffle and Friends
game using the keyboard on your
laptop CbeebiesWaffleand friends

WALT sort animals according to where they live - Cut out the pictures and stick them in the right groups on the sorting page

My chosen habitat is

This is what it looks like

This is a ________________

This is a _________________

The ________________________
____________________________
____________________________
The animals say ________________
_____________________________
_____________________________
_____________________________
_____________________________

